This paper presents a comprehensive mathematical model for integrated cell formation and inventory lot sizing problem. The proposed model seeks to minimize cell formation costs as well as the costs associated with production, while dynamic conditions, alternative routings, machine capacity limitation, operations sequences, cell size constraints, process deterioration, and machine breakdowns are also taken into account. The total cost consists of machine procurement, cell reconfiguration, preventive and corrective repairs, material handling (intra-cell and inter-cell), machine operation, part subcontracting, finished and unfinished parts inventory cost, and defective parts replacement costs. With respect to the multiple products, multiple process plans for each product and multiple routing alternatives for each process plan which are assumed in the proposed model, the model is combinatorial. Moreover, unreliability conditions are considered, because moving from ''in-control" state to ''out-of-control" state (process deterioration) and machine breakdowns make the model more practical and applicable. To conquer the breakdowns, preventive and corrective actions are adopted. Finally, a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)-based meta-heuristic is developed to overcome NP-completeness of the proposed model.
Introduction
In today's global competitive environment, companies have to deliver low-cost, high quality products to cope with the challenges. Cellular manufacturing system (CMS) is an application of Group Technology (GT) which helps firms to achieve this goal. In spite of CMS, job shop and flow shop manufacturing systems are not able to respond all market requirements, thus CMS is applied as an alternative to overcome today ever growing issues. In designing a CMS, four major decisions are made; 1-cell formation: grouping parts with the closest features into part families, and subsequently, allocating machines to the formed cells, 2-group layout: determining layouts of cells themselves and machines within each cells (intra-cell and inter-cell layouts), 3-group scheduling: planning and managing cell operations, and 4-resource allocation: allocating resources, such as material, workforce and tools to the cells. Some advantages of CMS implementation include production efficiency and system flexibility improvements, simplified material flow, faster throughput, reduced setup times and costs, reduced work-in-process inventory level, reduced intercellular moves, lower cycle times, lower material-handling times and costs, lower product defect rates, lower machine idle times, smaller space requirements, etc. [1, 2] . Additionally, many researches have been conducted to point out CMS disadvantages [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , among which some can be noted: reduced flexibility compared and less attention has been paid to the joint effect of these two issues on the optimal lot-sizing decisions. Boone et al. [32] considered an EMQ model to determine the optimal production run time to buffer against both the production of defective items and stoppage occurrence due to machine breakdowns. They derived some analytical results based on specific shifting and breakdown distributions. For simplicity, they assumed that upon a machine breakdown, the corrective repair cost is constant and the repair time is negligible. Nevertheless, in true sense, the assumption of negligible corrective repair time is somewhat restrictive. Another important feature to be noted is that if the machine does not break down during a production run, then preventive maintenance should be carried out before the start of the next production run in order to improve the system reliability or to return the machine to the 'as good as new' condition. In this paper, we consider the joint effects of process deterioration, machine breakdown, and repairs (corrective and preventive) on the optimal lot-sizing and dynamic cell formation decisions [28] .
Based on the above discussion, a mathematical programming model is developed which is an extension of Defersha and Chen [12] model for an integrated dynamic cell formation and a multi-item, multi-level, capacitated lot-sizing problem, while process deterioration and machine breakdowns are also considered. Since the proposed model is an integrated one, computational complexities are burdensome. Therefore, it is impossible to solve the problem with optimization softwares in an acceptable time. To overcome the mentioned complexity, a developed meta-heuristic based on PSO is proposed with some modifications in comparison with the original PSO. The structure of this paper is follows. Next section describes the proposed mathematical model. Next, general PSO is reviewed in Section 3. Section 4 validates the proposed model through some numerical experiments. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are provided in Section 5.
Model formulation
In this section, a mathematical formulation is developed for the integrated dynamic cell formation and lot-sizing models in an unreliable cellular manufacturing system. The model incorporates the impact of machine breakdowns and process deterioration on production lot sizes. The considered problem in this paper comprises a cellular manufacturing system under dynamic assumption by which product mix and product demands are changing over different planning periods. This system consists of some types of machines allocated to distinct manufacturing cells in which a number of parts are processed. Every part type has alternative process routes along which specific operations are performed to finish that part type. Moreover, machines have finite capacity and more than one identical copies of machines may be utilized to meet capacity constraint and/ or minimize inter-cellular movements. In addition, machine may face unforeseen breakdowns or failure.
In the developed model, production volume of a part type in a planning period depends on: (1) part type demand in the current period (this demand varies over periods due to dynamic nature of the model), (2) inventory level of the part type at the beginning of the current period, (3) subcontracted level of the part type, (4) available quantities of the successors of the part type upon the product structure, and (5) number of defective parts (produced in 'out-of-control' state). Some other assumptions are as followings: cell formation is formed with minimum intercellular and intracellular movements, system reconfiguration should be planned with minimum machine installation and removing cost, machine capacities should not be exceeded, machines that cannot be located in the same cell should be separated, machines that cannot be separated should be co-located, and cells should be formed with the number of machines in each cell meeting their relative cell sizes.
First, required indices, parameters and variables in the developed model are presented below. Just to emphasize on the objective function of the proposed model, it is to minimize machine procurement, system (re)configuration costs, inter-and intra-cellular moves, production-planning-related costs (setups and operations costs), maintenance and repair costs. w i (t): replacement cost of one defective item i in time period t k jri : processing time of operation j for part i in route r S ri (t): setup cost of route r for part i in period t / i (t): sub-contracting cost of part type i in time period t H i (t): inventory holding cost per period t for part type i P k (t): procurement cost of type k machine in period t R þ k ðtÞ: installing cost of type k machine in period t R À k ðtÞ: removing cost of type k machine in period t C k (t): capacity of one type k machine in period t O kjri (t): operational cost per hour of one type k machine on operation j in process route r for part type i period t V li (t): handling cost per unit of part type i within cell l (intra-cell handling cost) V ll 0 i ðtÞ: handling cost per unit of part type i between cells l and l 0 (inter-cell handling cost) LB i : minimum number of machines in cell l UB i : maximum number of machines in cell l M: large positive number H: set of machine pairs which cannot be located in the same cell X: set of machine pairs should be located in the same cell u k : non-negative random number for corrective repair time of type k machine a k (t): cost for per time unit of corrective repair on type k machine in period t b k (t): total cost of preventive maintenance on type k machine in period t dF ki (t): breakdown rate of type k machine in processing part type i Variables General integer N kl (t): number of type k machines in cell l during period t y þ kl ðtÞ: number of type k machines added to cell l at the beginning of period t y À kl ðtÞ: number of type k machines removed from cell l at the beginning of period t Binary r kl (t): 1, if type k machine is assigned to cell l in period t; 0, otherwise z ri (t): 1, if route r of part type i is setup in period t; 0, otherwise q kri (t): 1, if type k machine is used in route r of part type i in period t; 0, otherwise q kjri (t): 1, if type k machine is used for operation j along route r of part i in period t; 0, otherwise g jril (t): 1, if operation j along route r of part type i is processed in cell l in period t; 0, otherwise Continuous x ri (t): production volume of part type i along route r in period t x i ðtÞ: sub-contracted quantity of part type i in period t I i (t): inventory level of part type i at the beginning of period t Regarding the above nomenclature, the developed model toward integrated cell formation and inventory lot sizing problem in unreliable cellular manufacturing comprises the below minimization objective function subjected to (1)- (13) .
x ri ðtÞ Á V li ðtÞ Á ðg jþ1;ril ðtÞ Á g jril ðtÞÞ The objective function seeks to minimize machine procurement cost, reconfiguration (installing and removing) cost, process routes setup cost, operational cost, intra-cell moves, inter-cell moves, sub-contracting cost, holding cost, corrective repair cost, and preventive maintenance cost, respectively. It must also be noted that the difference between the first and the second terms of the objective function is that the first one takes into account total machines utilized in planning horizon, however, the second one considers changes of number of machines in cells. Constraints (1) model setup of process routes, while production after the setup is guaranteed by Constraints (2). Constraints (3) corresponds to inventory balance of each product type at every planning period. Constraints (4) calculates available capacity of machines with respect to their in-control state, while total number of available machine does not change over planning horizon using Eq. (5). Similar to Constraints (3), Constraints (6) show the balance of machine number over different planning periods. Minimum and maximum numbers of machines in every cell are considered by Constraints (7) . By means of Constraints (8), it is ensured that the machines are utilized after they are installed. Constraints (9) take into account the set of machines cannot be located in the same cell and Constraints (10) do the same for the set of machines should be located in the same cell. Constraints (11) confirms the relationship of machine types in every process route and the number of their corresponding operations, while used variables are defined by Constraints (12) and (13).
Particle Swarm Optimization
The developed model is NP-complete [12] . Hence, exact solution procedures and commercial optimization softwares are unable to reach global optimum in an acceptable amount of time. To cope with this deficiency, a PSO-based meta-heuristic is developed. In the next section, a brief introduction to PSO is presented and then key features of the developed meta-heuristic (solution representation and decoding procedure) are described elaborately.
Introduction to PSO
PSO is one of the latest stochastic and evolutionary optimization techniques, which was introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart [33] . It is constructed upon personal improvement and information sharing of the improvements through a cooperation procedure of the optimizing agents. The core procedure of PSO mimics social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling, in which particles represent the birds or the fish.
As mentioned before, PSO is a population-based search method that uses movements of particles in the swarm as a searching method. In PSO, there is a swarm including P particles as searching indicators in the solution space of the problem. A particle's position (c p ) that consists of H dimensions is as agent of problem solution procedure. Each particle has a velocity vector (v p ), which exhibits the particle's ability to search the space further. In each iteration of this algorithm, the particles move from one point to another point based on their velocities. PSO also incorporates local search and global search abilities by means of an information sharing mechanism. In the original version of PSO, movement of the swarm is based on the leader and on its own knowledge. Particle's personal best position (w p ) and the global best position (w g ) are always updated and saved. The personal best position corresponds to the solution which yields the best objective function of the solutions which have been visited by that particle so far. If the particle visits a new position yielding better objective function (i.e. fit(c p ) 6 fit(w p )), the newly visited position will be saved as the best personal position found. On the other hand, the global best position indicates the solution that gives the best objective function among positions that have been visited by all particles in the swarm. If a particle is located in a new position that yields better objective function than the global best position of all particles (i.e. fit(c p ) 6 fit(w g )), the global best position is replaced by the newly visited position. In each iteration, particle velocity is updated by using three terms: current velocity, personal best position, and the global best position. Current velocity obliges the particle to move in same direction of the last iteration. To do so, current velocity is multiplied by an inertia weight (e). Personal best position (w p ) sticks the particle in its best position. In this regard, difference between personal best position (w p ) and current position (c p ) are multiplied by a random number (d) and an acceleration constant for the personal best (c p ). The global best position also attracts all particles to move back toward itself by multiplying difference between global best position (w g ) and current position (c p ), a random number (d) and an acceleration constant for the global best (c g ). In order to randomize particle's movement, random numbers are synthesized in velocity updating formula. Thus, two different particles with same current positions, personal best positions, and the global best positions may move to different positions by iterating algorithm twice. In PSO, we have to limit space of particle movement, i.e. the confined bound for positional values of particle dimension is [q min , q max ]. This limitation ensures that the solution does not diverge. Thereupon, velocity of a particle, which moves beyond the boundary is equal to zero and its position value, gets minimum or maximum value. However, the proposed PSO is modified compared with the original, described PSO. This modification introduced a local best position (w l ) in velocity updating procedure. The local best position represents the position with the best objective function among neighboring particles of the particle whose velocity is updating. Using the below nomenclature, the proposed PSO algorithm toward integrated cell formation and inventory lot sizing problem is presented in Fig. 1 . In Step 1, particles are generated with the initially tuned features, while particles' fitness values are calculated through Steps 2 and 3. Having fitness values calculated, personal, global and local best positions are updated in Steps 4-6, respectively.
Step 7 corresponds to the velocity and the position updating of the particles. Finally, stopping criterion (time limit) is controlled in Step 8.
In the next two sections, two important features of the modified PSO is elaborated. The described features include solution representation and decoding procedure which reveal procedures of converting solutions from mathematical structure into computer coding structure and vice versa, respectively.
Solution representation
To design solution representation, a relationship between every particle's position and its corresponding solution should be defined. This relationship is defined using (x ri (t), N kl (t)), while the values of other decision variables are determined by problem constraints. The proposed solution representation has two parts; the first part is related to production volumes and the second one corresponds to the numbers of machines allocated to cells. A schematic of the proposed solution representation is given in Fig. 2. 
Decoding method
As mentioned above, first part of the solution representation includes a (R, I) matrix for all time periods (t = 1, . . . , T). In this part, value of each cell expresses corresponding lot size of that cell, i.e. value of cell (i, j) in period t represents x ij (t), Table 2 Operational data of the parts.
which is updated in each PSO iteration. Second part of the solution is a (K, L) matrix for each period to define numbers of each machine type in cells; in other words, value of cell (n, m) in period t corresponds to N mn (t).
Numerical sample
In this section, a numerical sample is provided to validate the developed model applicability and feasibility. Also, the necessity of an integrated approach towards cell formation and inventory lot sizing is shown using the sample. The sample Table 5 Process routes, lot sizes, inventory levels, and cell sequence of parts. Total  10  509  364  11  54,351 1906  11  5918 440  11  64,397 0 problem includes 12 part types and 6 types of machines to be located over a four-period planning horizon. Moreover, parts' BOMs describing their assembly relations are shown given in Fig. 3 . In this figure, parts are indicated by the numbers inside the rectangles and the required quantity of each item needed by a unit of upper level part is given in the brackets. Additionally, data for corresponding costs and operational issues of the part types are given in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Table 1 consists of costs related to unit inventory holding per planning period, replacing defective item, unit sub-contracting, intercell movement, and intra-cell movement in different periods. This table also shows the independent demand of the parts in the four planning periods. Table 2 shows data pertaining to the operational issues. These are the data of machine types, processing time required by each operation in each route and setup cost of each route. Regarding the machines, Table 3 provides their data. The data contains cost related to machine procurement, installing and uninstalling one unit of machine, operation per unit of time, corrective repairs, and preventive maintenance. The capacity of all machines is same and is assumed as 430 hours per period; and available number of each machine type at the beginning of planning horizon equals three. In addition, it is assumed that machine breakdown times follows Weibull distribution as described in [34] . The proposed modified PSO algorithm is coded using C++ programming language on a PC with a 2.53 GHz Intel Ò processor to solve the developed mathematical model in Section 2. Final results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 . Table 4 presents cellular manufacturing system configuration in which numbers of each machine type in each cell over the planning periods are shown. In addition to the system (re)configuration, other decisions regarding selection of process routes, production lot sizes, inventory levels, and the cell sequences of the parts along the decided routes are given in Table 5 . To reduce inter and intra-cell movement costs and enhance system efficiency, the selected routes for each part should pass along on cell.
Part

Conclusion and future research directions
This paper addressed the integrated cell formation and inventory lot sizing problem under the condition of dynamic planning and machine breakdown possibility. The integrated approach was adopted to analyze the cellular manufacturing system better, since different aspects of the manufacturing system are interrelated. The proposed model incorporates production planning lot sizing and dynamic cellular reconfiguration decisions. In this regard, the model seeks economic multi-item, multi-level lot sizes to produce, optimal subcontracted lot sizes and optimal numbers of machine types in each cell, whilst random process deterioration and machine breakdowns are considered as well. The proposed minimization objective function consists of machine procurement cost, reconfiguration (installing and removing) cost, process routes setup cost, operational cost, intra-cell moves, inter-cell moves, sub-contracting cost, holding cost, corrective repair cost, and preventive maintenance cost. On the other hand, the developed model is NP-complete and not solvable in an acceptable amount of time by means of any exact solution procedure and commercial optimization softwares. Therefore, a modified PSO meta-heuristic is developed to cope with computational complexity of the developed model. Finally, a numerical sample validates the feasibility and applicability of the developed model and the developed meta-heuristic.
To continue the research direction outlined in this paper, two major directions are suggested. First, assessment of other intelligent search procedures, especially those hybrid ones with exact solution methodologies can be outstanding. As the second suggestion, the authors attract readers' attention to different aspects of dynamic cellular manufacturing systems which have been studied in the literature during past years. Taking into account such aspects might lead to multi-objective mathematical models which not only model the practice better, but also provide challenging issues about solution methodologies required.
